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First Thursday

KING ALFRED’S ACADEMY

Dear Parents & Guardians
Happy New Year and welcome to what is our third termly edition of
First Thursday. There is much to report as you will see, but equally
there hasn’t been time to report on what was a very busy end to
term in this Edition, including our Choir being involved in a
professional recording at Challow Park studios, the Christmas cake
competition and all of the Christmas lunches, although our wonderful
Christmas Concert has just made it in I see. Also in December we
successfully completed, for most students, our new Year 7
Transition programme with all of Year 7 having been monitored
since September in the following areas:

Development of new friendships

Neither parents nor teachers have concerns about the
student’s life at school

Showing an increasing interest in school and school work

Routines and organisation are secure

Self-esteem and confidence have improved
Parents, tutors, senior staff and pastoral staff have monitored and
reviewed every Year 7 student, and continued support will be
provided into this term for students who are still struggling in the
areas above. A survey of Year 7 parents at the
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In December we said goodbye, and a huge thank you for their work, to two very long
standing members of staff:

Sharon Benson : Science teacher

Linda Wade : Attendance Officer
David Holifield, Teaching Assistant, has left us as well, but is returning immediately to
complete his Teacher Training course. We are delighted to be supporting his career
development.
At the beginning of January we also welcome new staff to King Alfred’s :

Ali English : Attendance Officer

Andrew Cummings : Science Teacher (and ex-KAA student)

Danielle Weller : Teaching Assistant (and also ex-KAA student!)
We are also delighted to have appointed Georgina Hicks as Sweatbox Manager, after the
retirement in November of Garry Kingett. Our thanks also to Justina Petunike who is
carrying out the role temporarily until Georgina begins at the end of this month.
We are very excited that King Alfred’s has been joined by another secondary school within
the Vale Academy Trust; Larkmead School in Abingdon successfully converted to an
Academy on the 1st January 2017 and joined the Vale Academy Trust (VAT). The key
goals of the VAT are:

Improving students’ and pupils’ outcomes and opportunities

Supporting staff across the trust through high quality professional development

The Vale Academy Trust (VAT) now comprises seven academies and we share the
responsibility for educating and supporting 4000 young people and over 600 members of
staff within the local area. I am excited about working with Chris Harris, the Headteacher of
Larkmead to share best practice between our schools and to support continued
improvement in education and also the professional development of our staff.
Our invitation to DrugFam at the Beacon on Monday evening is the first opportunity for
parents from both schools to join for one event. I am really pleased that we have over 150
seats booked for the event on Monday 9th, but I would urge at this stage more parents to
engage in the issue that effects every one of us. Hearing directly from a parent whose life
was affected so completely by her child’s involvement in drugs, is an issue we should not
shy away from.
All you have to do is email : drugfam@kaacademy.org and state how many seats you
would like for either 6.30-7.30pm, or 7.45-8.45pm at the Beacon on Monday 9th January.
Finally, in December, Ciara Watkins in Year 13 was presented with the High Sheriff’s Law
Essay Prize – after a highly competitive county-wide competition – having been interviewed
at Oxford University earlier that day. Her essay examined the question of who should
decide whether to turn off the life support for someone in a coma – described by the
lawyers present at the prize giving as a particularly challenging topic. Due to the high
standard of the entries two runners-up prizes were awarded, to students from Headington
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School and Oxford High School (two very high performing private schools). Ciara won £100
and a weeks work experience with an Oxford law firm. Our hearty congratulations to an
exceptionally talented young woman.
I look forward to seeing you at the many evening events ahead.
Jo Halliday
Headteacher

Stop Press:
http://www.oxfordmail.co.uk/
sport/14987083.SWIMMING__City_of_Oxford__39_s_David_Murphy_wins_gold_for_GB/?
ref=twtrec
Immense congratulations to David Murphy in Year 13 on his GB Gold at an international
event in Canada just before Christmas.

S

now Information
We will endeavour to keep King Alfred’s open at all times should snow fall during the next few months.

Even in extreme circumstances, we hope to keep Centre Site open for exam
classes. However, if heavy snow falls overnight and local conditions make the journey to
King Alfred’s for students and staff too risky, the Headteacher may take the decision to close all or any
one of the sites.
This decision will be made early in the morning and the information will be published on our web site
(www.kaacademy.org) and broadcast in one of the regular bulletins on local radio (BBC Radio Oxford
VHF/FM 95.2 and Heart VHF/FM 102.6). Please do not ring the academy as this will block the phone
lines and we need to keep these open in case of emergency. The message on the website will be
accurate and clear and contain details about when the academy will re-open.
Should heavy snow start to fall during the day, the bus companies may advise that students are
collected earlier than normal. If this is the case, all information will be put on our web site and
broadcast on local radio. Please ensure that your son/daughter has your up-to-date contact details
should they need to contact you directly, particularly as your own routine may be affected by the
weather.

My Child At School (MCAS)/Parents’ Evenings
It is our intention to launch a process that will enable parents to book appointments via MCAS in time
for the Year 10 Parents’ Evening on 23 February. If that goes well, then appointments will also be
available for Years 11-13 later in Term 4. Full instructions will be e-mailed out when the database goes
live.
If you don’t already have a login for MCAS then there is still time to apply for one. Please fill in the
form on our website (http://www.kaacademy.org/parents/my-child-at-school/) and take it to any site
office or to any event with the relevant identification documents. It is not possible to apply on line or via
a student as your identity will need to be verified.

MCAS Administrator
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Amber Collins wins the 2016 STFC Science Prize

O

n Tuesday 13th December, Amber Collins, 9V4, was invited to Rutherford Appleton Laboratory.
She was invited as one of fifteen finalists after entering a competition in which she had to write
a five hundred word essay on her love for Science. Out of one hundred and fifteen essay
entries across the nation, Amber was thrilled to have been chosen as a finalist. The finalists had to
give a two-minute presentation entitled “Why I Love Science” in order to decide the eventual winner.
Amber also attended with friends Melissa Quinn and Rebecca Hooker
(9V4), and Mrs Stokell (Highly Able Programme Co-ordinator) who
thoroughly enjoyed the evening. Rebecca Hooker said, “It was amazing! I
has such a good time and I wish I could go again!”
As part of the celebration evening, Amber was given a tour of the laser
facilities at RAL: “It was so interesting to look around the laser. It really
made me think about choosing it as a career as it’s something that’s
always fascinated me.”
The presentations took place in the Lecture Theatre. Amber’s speech was
very passionate as she spoke about topics very close to her, such as
astronomy and illnesses like cancer and how Science is helping the
survival rate of it.
Following the presentations, Amber confessed that she did not feel
particularly confident as the competition was incredibly tough, but was still extremely happy about the
amazing celebrations evening and was thrilled to have shared it with her close friends, and made
some new ones too.
All finalists were give a £10 book token, an Ogden Trust pen and a finalist certificate before the winner
was announced. The two runners-up both received an umbrella with an intricate design of the
constellations both inside and out.
Finally, first place was declared: Amber was shocked and extremely excited. As she went to collect her
prize (an IPad mini!), her friends were also thrilled for her and congratulated her immensely (and
loudly) from the audience. “I was so happy and proud of her, she
really deserved it after all the hard work she put in to both her
essay and presentation,” said Melissa.
Next year, Amber is going to return to RAL as a guest judge. “I
can’t wait to go back! It was so incredible to win, I couldn’t believe
it. To be honest I was happy with the pen, although the IPad’s very
nice too!” she said.
Melissa Quinn, Rebecca Hooker and Amber Collins, Year 9
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Technology addiction- what all parents should
know about Psychology

I

f you’re reading this, the chances are you’re
on your phone or laptop. My question for you
is this: what will you be doing in 10 minutes’
time?
With the majority of us in possession of phones,
tablets and laptops, it has never been easier to
connect with others. Friends and family
members are just a click away. Our lives are
more public than they have ever been before,
with 80% of adults saying they regularly post
updates on social media websites. There are
clear benefits to this, right?
But how much is too much? There is a line
between technology enriching our lives and
technology ruling our lives. A technology
addiction is a very real, very worrying thing and,
perhaps most worrying of all, many of us don’t
even know we have it. As adults, we worry
about the effect it will have on children: Are they
sleeping properly? Are they looking at things
they shouldn’t be? Is it affecting their selfesteem negatively? Let’s put our worries on
aeroplane mode for a second and look at why
technology is so addictive.
1. The first reason is probably the most
obvious. Technology is fun! That’s pretty
lucky seeing as there’s a good chance
you’ve been cajoled into paying an
extortionate amount for the latest console or
game for Christmas. They swore to you that
it would be educational…
2. And they’re not entirely wrong. Technology
plays an important role in giving children
autonomy. When they’re engaging with
technology they’re making independent
decisions; they have control over whichever
device they’re using and are learning how to
best utilise it. Yes, there are many ways that
technology can complement the school
curriculum, but it also helps them to learn to
lead their lives.
3. Technology also brings with it a sense of
connectedness. When you connect with
others you feel like you fit in and belong. The
internet makes it far easier to find likeminded
people; in many respects, it’s the world’s
biggest playground and so making friends
and feeling close to others becomes much
easier.
4. And the chances are your child knows more

about your phone than you do. Knowing that
they have this level of competence makes
technology all the more alluring to a child to
whom not everything comes easily. People
keep doing things they’re good at, which is
probably part of the reason that I am not a
gamer!
5. Then there’s you. Children learn by observing
and imitating the behaviour of those around
them, particularly that of their parents.
Modelling to your child that using
technology is a normal part of life makes it
more likely that it’s ingrained into what they do.
If your child sees you regularly checking your
phone, they’ll learn that checking your phone is
a normal thing to do. Whilst using technology
in front of your child isn’t necessarily setting a
bad example, it may not always help. If you
want your child to reduce their screen time,
you need to be prepared to show you’re doing
the same.
How many of the above seem to have you crying
out “That’s my child!”?
How many of the above seem to have you crying
out “That’s me!”?
If you find yourself worrying about your child who
is constantly glued to his or her phone, then take
a step back and see whether you also need to put
down the devices (if only temporarily). Whilst you
and your child may rely on gadgets for very
different things, your intrinsic motivation for using
them may stem from the same place. Did you
have more fun Christmas shopping on Amazon
than battling the crowds? Does it make you feel
more autonomous being able to keep check of
your bank accounts from your phone? Is your
mind at ease being constantly connected to your
work emails so that you can act on something if
needs be? Does putting bills into a fancy
spreadsheet give you a sense of competence
when it comes to budgeting? Do you see your
child, busy on their phone, modelling the idea that
they’re too preoccupied to have a conversation so
you’ve given up trying?
I’ll return to my initial question: what will you be
doing in 10 minutes’ time? More importantly- what
will your child be seeing you doing?
Jennifer Baker-Jones
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Year 8 Visit to Rutherford Appleton Laboratory

O

n Friday 4th November, the Year 8
Highly Able group visited Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory for a day of
tours and fun Science activities. The day
began with us getting into small groups to
design and construct a solar-powered car.
We had limited supplies and a low budget,
but at the end of the session, everyone
raced their cars against each other to see
which team car could get the furthest
distance.

Afterwards, we walked across the site to the
VHS storage centre. It contained 12,103
tapes in the tape robot with 43 petabytes of
data stored on them, which is about the
same as 43,000 laptops! Before we entered
a section of the storage building, each of us
were given noise-cancelling ear protectors,
as all the computers running made a loud
sound. If we hadn’t worn the ear protectors,
we could have damaged our hearing.

Before we headed back to school, Dr Chris
Pearson gave us an interesting lecture on
infrared technology, and showed us the
impact of how we can look at photos in
space, in detail. He talked to us about the
Herschel infrared telescope named after Sir
Frederick William Herschel. It was launched
into space on 14th May 2009, on the rocket:
Ariane 5, and was active until 2013.
Dr Chris Pearson also asked questions of the
audience and asked for volunteers for
investigations involving heat and infra-red
cameras; everyone who answered correctly
or took part in an investigation received a
limited edition Herschel Telescope pen.
Almost all of us went home with a pen
because we had all offered to take part or
answered questions!
Laura and Katie (8R2 & 8R1)

We also visited the Vulcan Laser, which was
very impressive. Dr Dave Pepler explained
to us how it worked and showed us an
animated film to explain it, and then led us
into a green-glass-panelled viewing area to
have a look
at a part of
the
laser
machinery.
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Year 9 Students successful in Stuart Rae Challenge

L

ewis Froud and James Willis, both
14 and from 1st King Alfred’s Scout
Group, received their Certificates
and badges from Liz Keevil, Stuart Rae’s
sister, at a recent Awards Evening, after
completing the Stuart Rae Challenge last
month.

including family, scout leaders and officials
and local dignitaries, including Steve
Trinder, Wantage Mayor and June Stock,
Chair of Grove PC.
Everyone at King Alfred’s would like to
offer our heartiest congratulations to Lewis
and James on this wonderful achievement!

The Stuart Rae Challenge is the ‘jewel in
the crown’ of the King Alfred District Scout
Diary. It was initiated 45 years’ ago to
celebrate the life of Captain Stuart Rae
(1947 – 1971), who had been a scout with
the district who then went on to become a
member of the Royal Marines. Captain
Stuart Rae was a passionate adventurer,
with the boundless drive and enthusiasm
to take on a challenge. Sadly, he was
killed in action in the Arabian Desert at the
age of 24. Since then, the Stuart Rae
Challenge has taken place each year to
commemorate his life and achievements.
As part of a whole year of dedication and
commitment, between February and
October 2016 Lewis and James completed
a tough programme of training involving
First Aid, navigation skills, hiking (11 days
in total), and camping to become
competent backpackers, navigators and
hill walkers. Having completed various
hikes during the year over difficult terrain in
areas such as Snowdonia and the Black
Mountains, the challenge culminated in a
hill walking weekend hike in severe wet
weather in the Brecon Beacons in October
this year where they walked as a team of
four, unaided, for around 25 miles over two
days camping overnight along a route
planned and navigated by themselves.
Getting through the tough challenge in the
remote and rugged environment meant
they had to work hard as a team.
The final part of the challenge was for the
boys to present an account of their
experiences to an assembled audience
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Creative Arts

G

CSE Art

Year 10 students have been producing work of a
highly impressive quality, which has seen an
excellent start to their Portraits project. By starting
with drawing individual facial features inspired by Da Vinci,
students were able to explore accuracy, tone and detail whilst
building confidence. They then embraced the task of creating a
full face portrait and have produced incredible results. Students
learned the transferable skill of using a grid to enlarge, then
built on their knowledge of drawing individual features to
develop a full face. These images are the work of Freddie
James, Craig Ayling and Emily Mair and are just a few
examples of many brilliant drawings across all three art
classes. The Art Department are immensely proud and cannot
wait to move in to print making next term to see even more
stunning work.

Year 11
Year 11 Art, Textiles and Graphics students have been pulling out all the stops
recently for their mock exam that started in September. Students have been
working on chosen themes from a past paper, and are being guided through the
process as a trial run for the real exam. This process has historically been
incredibly useful in preparing students for the Spring exam, as it encourages
them to move into more independent and original work, which is
required by the exam board. Students will start of brainstorming
these ideas, this is a brainstorm with a difference though as we
encourage students to express their ideas visually as well as in
written form. From there they will independently select artists that
inspire them and they will produce in-depth, analytical and critical
written work about that artists, using them as inspiration for the
next stage of their project. The hardest part for them comes next,
with them choosing what elements of the artists work they want to
explore –be it line, tone, composition, subject matter etc. They then
have to explore this in an independent way and find the media style
that works best for them. Over the Christmas holiday students have
been working hard to produce some independent ideas for their mock, which is in
January. Once that is completed they get their real exam paper and the preparatory
work for that begins.

KS3 Art
KS3 students were treated to a glimpse into the mind and
work of former student Jack Baker who has completed his degree in Cartoon
and Comic Arts at Staffordshire University. This was a rare opportunity for
them to see first-hand the style and type of work that could be produced at
degree level, and to see how the skills of line, tone, form, colour and
composition can be used to create not only highly representational work but
more abstract characters too. There is a strong vocation behind this style of
drawing; students are able to move into cartoons for newspapers, animation,
illustration and comic design
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Design and Technology
Year 8 Clocks
Each Term D&T are going to showcase one of their Key Stage 3 projects, this term is the counter
leaver clock made using a plywood and mdf base which houses a laminated wooden curve as stand
to hold up a fully working clock face. This project tests students’ skills of using chisels and saws to a
very fine level of accuracy, as well as allowing students to experience the whole process of
researching and designing their own ideas. Below are 8b/te2 who have produced a fantastic range of
clocks; their ideas included emojis, penguins, football logos and even all four seasons on one design.

Clocks by Ella Rooke and Molly Snuggs in Year 8
Wood Donation
Following our pleas in the last issue, a HUGE thank you to John Lewis of Hungerford whose base on
Grove technology park kindly donated a large amount of oak and walnut offcuts which are going to
help in enhancing all of our students work across all year groups of Design and Technology and
Product Design. We can't wait to show you students’ work in a future issue of First Thursday.

Drama
GCSE Year 10 Drama
Students have been studying the play ‘Too Much Punch for Judy’
by Mark Wheeler. This is a hugely popular and well-used play at
GCSE level and has been performed by students all over the
world. It is based on a true story and centres about the issue of
drink driving. Judy and her sister Jo are on a night out and Judy
decides to drive home whilst drunk, losing control of the car on a
bridge, Jo is fatally injured. Judy is fined and banned from driving,
however several years later, not having learnt her lesson she drink
drives again and kills another innocent person, this time she is
sentenced to prison. One of the reasons that this play is so popular
is that is allows students to explore a wealth of drama styles and
strategies; monologues, physical theatre and use of music. In
lessons students have begun exploring how to create a car
crash physically, as this is an integral scene within the play. The
use of ‘poles’ allows for the car shell to be created and some of
the students used the poles to create heartbeat sound effects,
which added another layer of emotion to the scene. Students
are able to incorporate movement into the piece to echo what
would happen in the crash and the passengers being thrown
around. Their work to date has been really imaginative and
focused.
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Creative Arts continued
“I really enjoyed using the sticks/poles as props to create a car”
Georgia Bradley
“I like doing physical theatre because it’s incorporating dance into the
drama” Bryony Clarke
“This type of activity helps me think outside the box and be more
imaginative” Leo Thrower

Drama
Students have been studying the politically driven play ‘1984’ by George Orwell. Once they had got
over the shock fact that ‘Big Brother’ and ‘Room 101’ were not just TV programmes dreamt up by the
BBC/Channel 4, they were intrigued as to what these concepts were all about and how George Orwell
was ahead of his time in his thinking. Following the life of Winston and his desire to rebel against the
power that Big Brother holds over him, the students explored how he copes in his life, the love he has
for Julia and how in the end his rebel ways led him to be caught by the ruling party. Winston is lead
away to Room 101 which holds “your greatest fear.” One lesson the students came into the studio
and were faced with photos of typical fears; dolls and clowns seem to generate the loudest of the
gasps of horror. After a ‘quick’ discussion about phobias and fear to became Students created their
own Room 101 scenes….

#
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Media Studies
The Year 12s are doing exciting work, finally filming and editing their own group films that they have
been researching and storyboarding since September. This work will form part of their Media Studies
coursework, look out for them in the Summer Exhibition in June!
“Making these films has been rewarding and it’s a really good feeling to finally see all our hard work
on the screen.” Harry Roberts, Year 12

Year 12 Media Studies students editing their work in the designated Mac Suite.

Year 7 Work
Some fantastic Year 7 Moodlamps and accompanying Computer Aided Design work by Keira
Rushforth, Harriet Cox, Ashleigh Keys, James Bourva and Evie Cowieson respectively
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Creative Arts continued
We have a budding new actor in 7R2, Poppy
Walden, who auditioned and got a part in the youth
chorus at the Creation Theatre Christmas show.
Creation is a modern, physical theatre company that
produces truly original theatre. The show this year is
Snow White and other Grimm fairytales, running at
the North Wall Arts Centre in Oxford until the
beginning of January.
Poppy has 18 shows to do and has rehearsed with
the whole crew many times. She is working hard but finding it really fun and exciting to be
part of a professional production.
Linda Collins

Georgia Bradford (Year 13) painting of
the local area is proudly on display at
Oxford County Hall. Georgia at the
opening of the gallery and exhibition. A
huge well done!

Recent Music Results
Hannah Muddiman
Molly Rigby
Kira Wheeler
Ruth Harris

Grade 2 Piano Distinction
Grade 5 Theory of Music Distinction
Grade 1 Piano Merit
Grad 8 Clarinet Distinction

Well done!.
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Christmas Concert 2016

C

ongratulations to all the music students involved in the Christmas Concert at the
Beacon. We are incredibly proud of the high standard and variety of talent we have
at King Alfred's. A fantastic end to term.
Creative Arts and Design
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MFL

S

panish Theme Day

During terms 1 and 2 our Year 8 students
are given the opportunity to spend their
Theme Days learning about Spain. The
aim of the day is to enhance students’ knowledge
of Spain and its culture, to take part in a range of
activities outside of the normal MFL classroom
and to be able to take away skills and ideas
which are integral to learning a new language.
The day is designed to allow students of all
abilities to immerse themselves in Hispanic
culture and traditions with students learning
about Pablo Picasso’s style of art and then
creating their own surreal pieces, watching
videos of famous festivals in Spanish-speaking
countries and then creating advertisements,
listening to and giving opinions on typical
Spanish music, sampling and discussing Spanish
traditional tapas and also using key language
learning skills and strategies to read authentic
Spanish texts online.
As a Department we feel it is important to not
only teach the language but the culture as well
as skills to learn languages to equip our
students with lifelong language learning skills.
Students commented that the day “allowed me
to find out things about Spain I didn’t know”, “I
was able to read some Spanish even though I
haven’t learned Spanish before”. “I used
cognates to read Spanish and it will help me in
my lessons”, “Even though I didn’t like tapas on
holiday last year, I loved trying it again today”. “I
want to go to Spain this year to try some more,
real tapas”. “I had learnt about Picasso’s art
before, but I got to try it for myself today and I
loved it”.
Leanne Avis
Head of Spanish
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MFL continued

L

e French Bake Off: des gâteaux fantastiques!
Since making its television debut in 2010, The Great British Bake Off has taken the
world by storm and the East Site French team decided to host King Alfred’s very own
French edition of the competition on 2nd December.

After studying the topic of food earlier in the term, the
challenge for our Year 8 French students was to research
the recipe of a French cake or desert of their choice, to bake
it and to bring it to school. The panel of judges, led by East
Site’s Paul Hollywood, Mr Gayler, had the gruelling task to
select a winner in three categories: Appearance, Taste and
“French touch”.
We had an amazing array of beautiful and extremely creative
cakes to admire and taste: a stunning “fraisier”, some
“galettes des Rois”, profiterolles, “clafoutis”, “tarte tatin”, “macarons” and so many more
authentic French creations that made the department’s native speakers feel truly at home!
The winners of the students’ vote are:
Ben Cumberland (Appearance)
Ella Clark (Taste)
Charlotte Worth, Natasha Hamilton, Sophia Trimble, Eda
Onay, Lauren Gaisford (French touch)
The winners of the judges’ vote are:
Heather Fishburn, Guy Woolley, Hannah
(Appearance)
Craig Ross, Robyn Munday (Taste)
Milly Brew, Sophie Lenard (French touch)

Muddyman

The challenge was a great success and the atmosphere in the Hall was buzzing. Ella Clark,
one of the winners said: “The competition was really tough but I loved the idea of a French
bake off as it made me learn a lot of new words”.
We hope our current year 7 will be up for the
challenge for the 2017 edition of the French Bake
Off!

The MFL Team

Our budding French pâtissiers
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Have you heard of the "Catherinettes"?

N

ot so long ago, being single at 25 in France was a real issue. Serious enough that all
your friends wanted to help you find a husband! Balls were organized in every village
and 25 year-old -single- ladies had to be spotted! Friends who gather beforehand and
saw on a green and yellow hat, objects representing the lady's personality! Such balls would
happen on 25th November, ie. on St Catherine's day- hence the name of Catherinettes!
Our witty Year 9 students designed their own hats on 25th November as well! I was frankly
impressed by the result! Well done to Lilly P; Isobel H; Susannah P; Hanna H and Amelie P!
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Sixth Form Visit to “The Guardian” Editorial
Workshop- 2nd November

A

fter an early start and what felt like an eternity on a bus we arrived at the
Headquarters of the Guardian newspaper, next door to Kings Cross Station. We
were there, a group of 19 students, to create our own version of that day’s
newspaper. Walking through the modern, glass fronted building I thought to myself “Mmhm, I
could work here”.
All were keen to become a newspaper “hack” for the day.
Elli Nareweska, education officer at the Guardian and herself
a journalist, spent the day with us in their dedicated
education centre kitted out with an Apple Mac for everyone
to use for the day!
The 19 of us were split into groups of six or seven. Within the
groups we then had to choose our editorial role ranging from
overall editor, science editor to entertainment and culture
editor. Emma Ashman, our world editor, said “I enjoyed the
task of controlling my own section of the newspaper as it gave me the freedom to make it my
own.”
As someone who is particularly interested in
sports journalism I chose to be sports editor. It
was a dream day to be writing as the night before
I watched one of the best football matches there
has been in a long while: Man City beat
Barcelona 3-1 in the Champions league.
Inspiration for this article was easy to find as I
was writing about something I love being played
by some of the world’s best.
There was a noticeable buzz around the room as
all the groups were constructing their four page
newspaper researching and writing about various
topics such as the latest exploits of the now President-elect Donald Trump. We all enjoyed
working together and we found that: “It was easy to appreciate the benefits of being a
journalist as we got to write about things we are interested in.”(Maddie Lewis-Hughes).
As our newspapers began to come together, we
experienced the stress of meeting a deadline. Perfect
pictures were found, witty headlines created and
articles sub-edited before sending them off to print. We
were all pretty chuffed when we finished the job and,
for me, personally I just wanted to come back the next
day and start again. Hopefully someday I will.
Liam Kay
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Business News

Y

oung Enterprise - Year 11 and VI Form
The Business and Digital Technology
Faculty launched the Young Enterprise
scheme with a group of 22 mixed Year 11 and
VI Form at the start of this academic year.
The scheme is aimed at young people aged 15
-19 and runs throughout one academic year,
enabling participants to find out what it’s really
like to set up and run a business. Young people
make all the decisions about their company,
from deciding on the company name and
product to creating a business plan, managing
the company finances and selling to the public
at trade fairs. All this takes place with the
support of a volunteer Business Adviser who
brings a wealth of business knowledge and
expertise. Teams can track their progress using
self assessment tools and even compete
against other schools in local, regional and a
national final.
The students have split into two teams and
have created two companies named 'Seaweed'
and 'Sixth Trading'.
Justin Hayward
Head of Business and Digital Technology

S

ixth Trading Update

Our company is called Sixth Trading and
we are a branch of Young Enterprise
and this is a scheme for people aged
15+ to take part in and actually set up and run
their own business. We decided to sell seasonal
items for events throughout the year from
Christmas decorations to Valentines day
products as this is a very lucrative market.
We have 12 people in our business who are
each in charge of a functional area and carry
out duties regarding these areas. I am currently
the Managing Director of the company and am
helped by my Deputy Managing Director, Harry
Jones, who helps me to run the company, make
deadlines and chair meetings when I cannot be
there. Our Company Secretary is Joe Hall and
his duties involve taking the minutes at the
meetings and also distributing these to all team
members as well as planning agendas for the
following weeks meeting. Our Finance Director

is Lawrence Smith and his duties involve looking
after the accounts and making sure that we
have enough cash in the business to ensure
purchase of stock can happen. Our Sales
Director is Harry Browett and our Supply Chain
Manager is Lindo Nzama and they both look
after the purchase of stock and how we will sell
and keep records of this. Marketing is down to
Josh Brett and Dan Potter and it is their job to
ensure our potential target market know where
we will be next selling our products and to
generate general awareness of the business.
Conversely an important factor in business
today are our IT Directors Georgina Ottley and
Victoria Holt and they have both been setting up
social media accounts and are currently in the
process of designing a website for the
business. Our HR manager is Ed McCarthy and
he accounts for everyone and makes sure that
everyone is attending meetings regularly and
generally looks after the welfare of our staff.
Last but not least is Joe Parkin our Operations
Director who ensures that products are arriving
on time and the general day to day operations
are all running smoothly.
Some of the most important things I have learnt
to date and that I feel have really benefited me
is how to manage a business and also being
able to delegate as often I find that a hard thing
to do but I feel Young Enterprise has helped me
to do this meaning I can spread the workload
among the company members and concentrate
on the bigger tasks that I need to address.
One of the most challenging things I have faced
whilst being MD of Sixth Trading is that I have
some interesting team dynamics and strong
personalities within the team and it has been
both a learning curve and a challenge to
manage these types of people but I feel they are
responding and generally the smooth running of
the business is being resumed.
One of the main reasons I got involved in YE is
down to the fact that I would love to run a
business of my own in the future and YE is a
great way to essentially learn as you are doing it
and it is also a great and safe way of making
business mistakes that won’t loose you money
so I feel this is definitely something everyone
should be involved in.
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Overall I have been impressed with my team and am looking forward to the future of Sixth Trading.
Jack Rooke Year 12

S

eaweed Update
I decided to join young enterprise when Mr Hayward told us about it in one of our business
lessons. The idea of being independent and producing a real business was very appealing to
me.

Our team consists of nine people, who are between Year 11 and Year 13. The business we’ve
created is called Seaweed. The product we will make is a festival survival kit that consists of the basic
things people will need when going to a festival such as dry shampoo, hand sanitizer, UV paint and
more. We are aiming to sell our product to teenagers and young adults around late spring and
summer, when most festivals are taking place.
However, before the festival season begins, we decided to sell some Christmas kits aimed at children
at the Dickensian evening, which took place on the 2nd December. We did this to get some money to
fund producing our main product, the festival kits.
We have faced a few challenges, the first idea we had fell through as we didn’t think it was practical,
easy, or cheap to produce. This meant our product we are producing currently was somewhat rushed
and therefore slightly stressful for us. Overall, the team get along very well and I believe we will be
successful.
Eleanor Ingoldby Year 11

Dickensian Evening in Wantage
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English Literacy

H

ip-hop Performance Poet on East Site

Dreadlockalien, a nationally known hip-hop performance poet,
brought down the house at King Alfred’s on 14th December with
assemblies for Year 7 and Year 8 students. His visit was part of
the Oxfordshire Gaining Momentum programme sponsored by the National
Literacy Trust.
The poet made an immediate impression on both year groups when he
selected random student names from the register to create rhyming
couplets: ‘I want to hear poetry because I am a non-stop talker – but not as
fast as Ellie the Walker.’ ‘I want to hear poetry till it greets me in old age.
Love, respect and honour for the one Conor Page.’ ‘I want to hear poetry
that hits the button. You won’t believe the writing of Neve Sutton’. He
managed to work in the names of over 30 students per year group!
Dreadlockalien next had students and staff produce different beat-box sounds
to uproarious laughter and applause. But it wasn’t all just fun and games;
Dreadlockalien started talking about his own life – and in particular his difficult
childhood in which he was placed in 27 different foster homes. He explained
that he did some things he wasn’t proud of, then talked about the first time a
teacher told him ‘well done’; he was so shocked and pleased that he wet
himself. This teacher ended up playing a pivotal role in his life.
Dreadlockalien performed his famous ‘Well Done’ poem about this
experience -- a version of this can be seen via this link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F42rkb7b3kY
After sharing his creativity and prowess with words, Dreadockalien made both
students and staff have a go at writing their own rhyming couplets. Teachers
had to perform on stage with only two minutes to prepare -- much to the amusement of students who loved
seeing multiple teachers embarrass themselves! Art teacher Dan
Charrington won the ‘teacher hip-hop’ competition with a roar of approval
from Year 7’s for this perfectly delivered poem:
He gave us two minutes and told us to rhyme
I’m only an Art teacher, I ran out of time
I know that some of you think Art is boring
Sitting in a room all day and drawing
My name is Mr Charrington and I teach Art
I don’t care if you’re no good but have a brave heart
Students in both assemblies next wrote their own couplets linked to their
favourite subjects, with some brave souls willing to perform these in front of
their classmates. Congratulations to Pierre Hanlet, the Year 7 hip-hop winner.
Year 8 students had a special challenge towards the end of the assembly. Dreadlockalien said he could
compose love poetry out of any object in the world. Students volunteered objects – ranging from a panda to a
toilet -- for him to rhyme, with hilarious results.
Student leaders Hannah Wernham, Taya Adcock and George Chandler-Doore had already met Dreadlockalien
in last summer’s Oxfordshire Voices Festival run by the National Literacy Trust. After welcoming Dreadlockalien
to King Alfred’s, they helped with the logistics and organisation for assemblies with more than 600 students –
and they wrote their own long poems with Dreadlockalien’s support. All three hugely enjoyed the afternoon; as
Hannah said, ‘I liked how he got people involved – both staff and children – and everyone was smiling!’
Overall, Dreadlockalien hoped to change perceptions of poetry by ‘forcing’ students and staff to have fun with
words. He certainly succeeded. A huge thank you goes to all students and staff involved, especially our student
leaders, and to the National Literacy Trust.
Alice Visser
Literacy Coordinator
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Summer Reading Bingo
The results of the raffle were announced at the Celebration Assembly in December.
Congratulations to the 86 students who participated in the Summer Reading Bingo. Together
they read 653 books!
Year 7 Prizes
1st prize – Alister Marsden 7R1 -- £10 Amazon voucher
2nd prize – Emily Gooday 7V2 & Johnny Birchall 7W2 -- £5 Amazon vouchers
3rd prize – Josh Weeds 7R1 & Elizabeth Pickerill 7V3 – chocolate bars
Runners up: Naomi Bailey 7W1, Joseph Money 7W2, Evie Cowieson 7V2 – sweets and
treats

Year 8 prizes
1st prize: Ben Cumberland 8R2 - £10 Amazon voucher
2nd prize Jamie Cockburn 8W3 -- £5 Amazon voucher
3rd prize: Imogen Morgan Bailey 8W3 – chocolate bar
Runners up: Hannah Muddiman 8R2, Iva Ferjentsikova
8V3 – sweets & treats
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History—Great Debate

O

n 10th November, three A Level History students took part in the Great Debate competition in
Oxford. This is a public speaking competition organised by the Historical Association with the
aim of encouraging young people to consider the impact of an historical event on their lives.
This year the question put forward for students to consider was ‘How did the First World War affect me
and my community?’ Ciara Watkins, Harry Hunter and Tom Mawdesley have written about their
experience of the competition.
‘During a history lesson a few weeks ago our teacher, Mrs Clapton, introduced a public speaking
competition to our class. This competition entailed working as a team to produce a 5 minute speech
about how World War One affected our community. At first we were unsure how to approach this topic,
but eventually came to the agreement that we would discuss how the universal community of religion
was affected by the war and the impacts that are still resonant in today’s society. The actual speech
was held at Magdalen College School in their library. Before the speech, we had the opportunity to
have a look at the extensive collection of historical documents that were on display, which was rather
interesting. Thomas was the chosen speaker in our group and he went up second. All in all, despite
not commencing to the national round, we felt that Tom made an excellent speech and certainly
provided strong competition for the multiple other schools. We feel that this was an enriching
experience and a good opportunity for anyone looking to enhance their public speaking and wider
knowledge of their local community. ‘
Harry Hunter, Ciara Watkins and Thomas Mawdesley

Maths Challenge

T

he Maths Department at KAs are excited about continuing to participate in the National Maths
Challenge competitions this year. We will enter the Junior, Intermediate and Senior Competitions
as well as some Team Challenges.

We look forward to many students continuing to achieve Bronze, Silver and Gold awards as well as
reaching further rounds of the competition such as the European Kangaroos and Olympiads.
The next competition is the Senior Maths Challenge on Thursday 8th November 2016 (for some Year 11,
12 and 13 students). Below are some sample questions from the last Senior Maths Challenge for you to
have a go at:
Question 3:
When Louise had her first car, 50 litres of petrol cost £40. When she filled up the other day, she
noticed that 40 litres of petrol cost £50.
By approximately what percentage has the cost of petrol increased over this time?
a) 50%, b) 56% c) 67% d) 75% or e) 80%
Question 5:
The integer n is the mean of the three numbers 17, 23 and 2n. What is the sum of the digits of n?
a) 4 b) 5, c) 6, d) 7or e) 8
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Sports Section

Oxfordshire Pentathlon Club
NOW training in Wantage
Do you enjoy swimming, running or horse riding? Have you ever tried fencing or pistol shooting?
Oxfordshire Pentathlon Club aims to help anyone in the South Oxfordshire area to come and try our
sport, fall in love with it and enjoy it as much as we do. Whether your dream is to have fun trying lots of
new things, or to win an Olympic medal one day – we hope you will join us. Come and learn to fence
and shoot …

at King Alfred’s East Site Sports Hall, Springfield Road, OX12 8ET
2017 sessions are fortnightly on Monday 9th and 23rd January, 6th February
from 5.30 – 7.30 p.m.
The training will be run by Russell North (England Talent Pathway Modern Pentathlon coach and ex GB
pentathlete). The cost of the session is £8 plus £2 for use of the fencing kit. Places will be limited, so
please email the Member Co-ordinator at Farmstead31@aol.com to secure your place. We look forward
to seeing you.

KA students nominated for Junior Sportsperson Award

S

ixth Form students Ben Goodall and
David Murphy have both been
shortlisted
for
the
Junior
Sportsperson Award in the Oxfordshire
Sports Awards at a ceremony due to be held
on 27 January, 2017 at Oxford's Kassam
Stadium. Swimmer David and gymnast Ben
are up against England Junior Hockey
player Miriam Pritchard for the title.
Ben was selected by Great Britain and came
fifth in the world tumbling championships in
Denmark. David was double British
champion and also won a silver and two
bronze medals for England in the 50m,
100m and 200m breaststroke.

King Alfred's Academy has also been
shortlisted for the Sporting Secondary
School of the Year, along with Wantage CE
Primary School, another Vale Academy
Trust School, who are in the running to
receive the Sporting Primary School honour.
Well Done to All!
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Sports Section
Fixtures: Since the last FT edition, there have been many fixtures in a variety of team sports.
All fixture results can be found on our Sports Fixtures page on the KAA website.
Here are some of the fixture results and team photos.
Thursday 20th October
ESFA Boys U18 Schools Trophy
Round 3
Bradfield College v KAA
Lost 6- 0 to an amazing team.
However, the lads did themselves proud and the school proud!

U15 Boys Rugby Friendly
St Birinus v KAA
Thursday 3rd November
Away
Result: 30 – 20 lost
With Jack Taylor and Jack Atkinson
SFA U18 Girls Football
Commonweal School v KAA
Wednesday 9th November
Away
Result: 15 – 1 lost
With Matt Bowler
“Despite the U18 girls result I don't think I have ever taken
a group of students that enjoyed a fixture so much”.

U15 Boys County Rugby
Blessed George Napier v KAA
Monday 7th November
Away
Result: 22 – 0 lost
With Jack Taylor and Jack Atkinson

U12 Boys Rugby Friendly
St Birinus v KAA
Tuesday 8th November
Away
Result: 20 – 15 lost
With Jack Taylor and Jack Atkinson
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Sports
Year 10 Boys Rugby Tournament
Wednesday 9th November
At Matthew Arnold School
Result: lost 3, won 1
With Jack Taylor and Jack Atkinson

U18 Netball Friendly
KAA v Matthew Arnold School
Monday 14th November
Home
Result: 26 - 0 won
With Charlotte James and Rachel Jones

U14 Boys Conference Basketball
Millfield School v KAA
Tuesday 15th November
Away
Result: 67 - 40 won
With Emma Frost and Dave Johnson

U14 Oxon Boys Rugby
Bloxham School v KAA
Wednesday 16th November
Away
Result: 60 -5 Lost
With Jack Taylor and Jack Atkinson
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Sports
U13 Girls Basketball
Cherwell v KAA
Monday 21st November
Away
Result: 19-8 won
With Max Gayler

U13 Vales Schools Games
Tuesday 15th November
With Sam Lear

Vale U12 Indoor 5-a-side Football Boys
Wednesday 23rd November
Result: 1-1 Larkmead,
3-2 Matthew Arnold (Lost)
Lost 1-0 last round
With Chris Dowling and Ross Packham

U14 Girls Basketball
European School v KAA
Thursday 24th November
Away
Result: 26-18 lost
With Matt Edkins and Alastair Broome
“The girls were amazing after virtually no
knowledge of basketball against a very well drilled
team and we ended up winning 30-22! By far my
favourite fixture of the year!”
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Sports
Primary Swimming Gala
Monday 28th November
At Wantage Leisure Centre
With Paul Chadwick,Danny Taylor and Charlotte James.
On the 28th November the primary swimming Gala was held at Wantage Leisure Centre. It was an excellent
competition with some great swimming and Wantage CE came out on top in the boys and girls competitions. The
top 3 go on to represent the Vale.
Position

Girls

Points

Boys

Points

1st

Wantage

10

Wantage

11

2nd

Stanford

14

Stanford

13

3rd

Millbrook

17

Stockham

22

4th

St James

26

Charlton

23

5th

Charlton

27

St James

26

6th

Stockham

32

Millbrook

31

Primary Boccia
Monday 28th November
At Wantage Leisure Centre
With Paul Chadwick and Danny Taylor.
On Monday 28th of November, 16 teams from 10 schools, sent teams
of SEND children to compete at the Vale finals. The top teams from
this competition will be invited to represent the Vale at the Oxfordshire
School Games Finals in April.
Boccia is a target based Paralympic sport where players throw heavy
balls from seated positions with the aim to get their teams balls as
close to the Jack as possible.
It was officiated by Lauren and Millie from year 8 and Alisha and Millie
from year 11.
The eventual winners were St. Michael's school from Steventon with
Shrivenham primary school as runners up.

U12 Girls Football
Thursday 1st December
At Wantage Leisure Centre
With Sam Lear
“The girls did well! We made it into the final but came second
place overall.”
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Sports
KATS News (King Alfred’s Talented Sports people)
Sian Prydderch – KATS Student – Year 9
“Not long ago, I had gotten into the English youth ballet. I performed sleeping beauty at the Oxford New Theatre.
Here are some photos of my experience on stage performing in a ballet as a Lilac Fairy on pointe and a Russian
Dancer.”

Edward Beamont- Dickety – Year 10
“A reasonably good weekend. Starting with a swim meet in Oxford with a few pbs,
then there was the British National Biathlon Championships today, which resulted in
me coming 3rd in the country after winning the swim and coming 5th in the run. I have
qualified also for the English nationals in March and hope to do just as well.”

Molly Sexton – 8V3
Molly competed at the English national age group synchronised swimming championships
this weekend in Gloucester. She represented Reading Royals Synchronised Swimming
Club in the 13/14 combo team. They competed against 15 of the best teams in England
and came an agonising 4th place only missing out on a bronze medal by 0.68 points. This
competition is particularly important as the girls are selected for the England development
and talent squads. Watch this space for Molly next year.
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Sports
Olympic champion visits from Toby Garbett and Lesley Owusu.
Sixth Form Leaders with Toby Garbett and Lesley Owusu
Wednesday 23rd November

Toby Garbett and the Year 9 & 10 KATS Students
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Work Experience Morning with Grove Business Park
Wednesday 14th December

A

month ago I had the pleasure of meeting with
the new business managers of Grove
Business Park, Peter Mols and Richard Lyall
through King Alfred’s OXLep Ambassador John
Vandore . Having always struggled to make better
connections with the business park community on our
doorstep, I was delighted to encounter a much more
open door policy with positivity about collaborative
work with the Business Park and KAA’s!
Peter made a few proposals about projects he had in
mind, I assured him I had the young talent to back up
his requests. Up stepped Liam Kay (Year 12) Elliott
Goggins, Lana Papparides and Reuben Paget (Year
10) all of whom have a keen interest in journalism, film
and editing.
Peter had organised a Christmas Olympics for the
business residents of
the Park, and he
tasked our team of
students
with
recording the events
using as many forms
of media as they
could. This would
then be circulated on
their website, local
press and national
business
park
newsletters. After a
preparatory meeting
a few days before,
the students had a
clear understanding
of what was expected, and how their involvement
would enhance their own portfolios and CV’s.
It was lovely to see how each of them embraced their
roles wholeheartedly. Elliott’s camera barely left his
right eye! Lana and Liam used their charms to get the
best quotes from around the room and Reuben turned
his hand to networking with all the IT and
management consultants (making a few useful
contacts!) and dealt with all matters relating to video
and technology!
Everyone I spoke to had amazing comments to say
about our students, they were confident, professional
and a pleasure to have around. Based on this I
managed to secure a few more work placements for
other students this coming July, so I was delighted.

developed
and
distributed online
nationally across
the
business
community.
I thought I’d share
some quotes I
had on the return
journey to school:
‘My mum told me to practice making tea, but I didn’t
make one cup, in fact I had people offering me
drinks!’ Lana.
‘It feels weird going back
to school now as I felt
like I was properly at
work!’ Elliott
The student’s comments:
This is what we thought
of the event today.
I really enjoyed speaking
to different people and
making contacts within
the world of work. I also
found it gave me a lot of
confidence
moving
forward within the project. It was good and it allowed
me to get some experience in the wider world.
Reuben
I enjoyed the experience because it challenged my
skills as a photographer/filmmaker and it was good
to creatively think about each shot.
Elliott
I think that it
broadened
my
horizons, and made
me realise that
journalism was for
me. I also made
contacts with a
fellow
journalist
who
gave
me
encouragement.
Lana

Over the coming months this group will have regular
business meetings, ultimately formulating the next two
quarterly newsletters, which will be professionally
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The trip to Grove Business park to be the "press" for the day was a step out of my comfort zone.
Interviewing strangers about the social development within the park was nerve-racking to begin with as
I had never done anything like this before. However, once I had approached a few people my
confidence grew and I embraced it as a valuable experience that I will hold with me for the future,
especially as I am interested in journalism.
Thanks
Liam Kay
And finally …..
A quick email to say that your young team were exceptional today. The day was a huge success and
thoroughly enjoyed by all. Several people commented to me that the day was made even better by the
addition of the editorial team, who really got into the spirit of it all, had fun and were most importantly a
huge help.
The team were fun, engaging, polite and professional, all worked hard and diligently throughout the
day. I keenly await the results with the edited photos and press release, and hope the team can turn
these around quickly.
I am confident that the relationship between KA’s and Grove BP is really being built on firm
foundations.
Thanks again.
Peter Mols
General Manager
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Psychometric Testing

M

orrisby is a Psychometric Testing Service which
identifies the careers most suited to your personality,
interests and abilities. Adviza are running
sessions throughout the year in Oxford, and if there is a
reasonable amount of interest from parents at King Alfred's,
we can run sessions at the Academy. The assessment is
suitable for students aged 15+ and costs £99, although there
is a bursary scheme available through Adviza for those facing
economic disadvantage with an income lower than £26,000
(evidence of household income may be requested).
Three weeks after the assessment candidates receive a
comprehensive feedback report delivered via a one to one
session; parents are welcome to attend .
For more details and to book contact 0845 408 5002, or
visit www. adviza.org.uk/shop or contact Sue Cronin on
scronin@kaacademy.org

Next session

Monday 27th March
9.15am - 12.15pm
6th Form
Open to students in
Years 11-13

To anyone who is unsure on what career they would like to pursue, or just needs the reassurance,
the Morrisby test feedback report is highly specific to you and will give clear indications and
suggestions on specific careers which would be suitable for you and your personality. It
was also very helpful in finding my individual strengths and weaknesses and can show where your
abilities lie, therefore giving you the guidance to reach your full potential. A three hour test may
seem like a waste of your time; however, it could be the advice that helped you find the
thing which you do for the rest of your life. Personally, I found the whole experience really enjoyable,
especially seeing how they judge my personality and ability through the answers I had given. Being
able to see where strengths and weaknesses lie in relationship to each other, was one of the most
helpful parts as it helped me see what, maybe, I needed to work on or what kind of career path I
would find most enjoyable.
Lizzy Deacon
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Job Opportunities within the Vale Academy Trust
KAPA Vacancy
KAPA, the Parent Association have a vacancy for a voluntary Treasurer required
immediately. The key elements of this position are:





The preparation of very simple end of year accounts using established systems
Attendance at three evening meetings per year
Oversight of an independent bank account
Production of an annual one-page statement for the Charity Commission.

KAPA raises approximately £15,000 a year and this is distributed where it is most needed
to support our students. As the Academy moves to two sites, KAPA will become strategic
partners, financing projects required for the development of West Site. Consequently, this
is an opportunity to join a friendly group of people, to have fun and make a big difference.
I promise that you will not be asked to bake any cakes!
If you are interested, please contact me on jsmith@kaacademy.org and I will give more
details
Jonathan Smith
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O

n Monday 21st November a group of staff and
parents had the immense pleasure of attending
St James' Palace to see 11 of our extraordinary
students receive their Gold Duke of Edinburgh's Award.
It was great to have the His Royal Highness The Earl of
Wessex giving the awards, since he had visited King
Alfred's three years ago. Our students made sure he was
reminded of this. In fact he came on the very same day
that our new canoes arrived - I still have memories of
frantically unpacking them in time to have them 'on show'
outside the Hall on Centre Site.
This was by far the most students we have ever had receiving this award! In fact this was the
biggest single school cohort in the South East Region. Some of these students have remained
as a group throughout the whole five year journey of Duke of Edinburgh Awards. This Award
really does say something special abut them. They are tough, resilient, life long learners, who
are not afraid to take on a challenge and are the first to step up when something needs doing.
What more could one wish from our school leavers?
In addition to completing a physical element, learning a skill and volunteering in the community
- at Gold Level students must undertake a week long residential experience in an unfamiliar
environment where they do not know others. This group pictured here did this helping in local
schools and hospitals in Uganda, doing veterinary work in South Africa, scuba diving in Belize,
wildlife care in Namibia and working in Outdoor adventure centres!
The Award ceremony was topped off by lunch at the RAF club where we were welcomed by Sir
Roger Austin - former Deputy Chief of Staff and former President of the Royal British Legion.
Sir Roger was a former King Alfred's pupil back in 1956 and the students and their parents had
a chance to reminisce about KA's over the years.
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AND for those on the journey towards St James’ Palace:
If your child has signed up for D of E this year (Years 9,10 and 12) they should now have
entered all the necessary personal details and have submitted their activities for approval.
Bronze (Year 9) students should have all three sections submitted and started by now.
They must have completed all three activities by 4th June before their assessment expedition.
Silver (Year 10) students should have all three sections submitted and started by now.
They should have completed two of their sections by the end of June before their practice
expedition.
Silver (Year 11) students should have completed a three-month and six-month section by
now.
They must complete six months volunteering and three + six months of skills and physical by 3 rd
July before their assessment expedition.
Gold (Year 12) students should have all three sections submitted and started by now.
They should have completed their six month section and started both 12 month sections by the
end of July.
Gold (Year 13) must complete their volunteering, skills & physical sections and ideally
their residential by 13th July before their assessment expedition.
Remember ‘completing’ means having uploaded an assessor report for that activity – written by
your nominated assessor.
Juliane Spiers
DoE Manager
JSpiers@kaacademy.org
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